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Global visitor centres

The theatrette at 

Water 

Corporation’s 

Groundwater 

Replenishment 

System Visitor 

Centre at 

Beenyup, Perth, 

Western Australia

NEWater 

Visitor Centre, 

Singapore

Many cities considering purified recycled 
water to enhance their water supply, 
create a visitor centre or educational 
experience as part of a demonstration 
project, to help communities, stakeholders 
and others to understand how the process 
works. 

Visitor centres on this topic are a 
specialised art form. This report outlines 
some leading examples globally, including 
images of the centres and tours visitors go 
on. 
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Case studies in pictures

San Diego: After the city 

rejected reuse in the 1990s, 

a demonstration project 

was set up and existing 

office spaces converted to a 

visitor experience. San 

Diego is now proceeding 

with reuse. 

H2O Learning Centre, 

Orange County, California



Singapore



NEWater Visitor Centre
Scheme type
Reservoir augmentation

Will supply 600 MLD by 2060. 

Details
• Scheme driver: Diversify water supplies to protect against 

natural or other (strategic) interruptions of supply.
• Began as a pilot facility, approvals for operation came after 2-3 

years of successful monitoring. 
• On the same site as the WWTP, though the visit does not 

include the WWTP.
• The NEWater Visitor Centre is built around the facility, to 

showcase every step of the treatment train. The site is 
4930m2. 

• There is a second visitor centre at Marina Barrage which 
focuses on water supply considerations.

• Every school student has the opportunity to visit the Centre. 

Tasting area
• NEWater can be sampled at the end. This was previously 

bottled, although in recent times PUB has moved towards 
more sustainable packaging methods. 

▪ This global flagship visitor centre opened in 2003
▪ Learnings from social psychology about stigma, risk, 

perception were used to shape exhibits, language.
▪ This report broadly focuses on its initial fit-out which 

was a ground-breaking approach that led the world.
▪ However the interior fit-out has been updated over 

time. 



2003: The original Concept Plan, Fabrication and 

installation for this visitor centre was led by CH2M. 

Many of the images here are from the original fit out 

or early re-fits, to show the conceptual ideas behind 

the centre design. 

The Centre has now been operating for 15 years and 

seen many updates, as interactive communication 

technologies have advanced. 



Exterior views



Exterior views



NEWater is on 

display at this 

water feature 

and the reed 

bed. 

The elegant 

spiralling 

structure is 

subtly 

emblematic of 

the water cycle.  

Spectacular external water feature



The Initial Learning Experience 

Was Divided into 6 Main Sectors



“Overall the 

Centre does not 

tell the visitor 

what to believe 

but creates the 

opportunity for a 

joyful learning 

experience that 

sows the seeds 

of 

understanding”

Linda 

Macpherson, 

CH2M Hill



Entrance

13

The NEWater visitor centre is a significant 

tourist attraction. NEWater itself is highlighted 

in various places including this water wall



Sector 1 – Entrance foyer
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Sector 2 - Auditorium



Sector 3 – Journey Through the Water Cycle
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Sector 3 – Journey Through the Water Cycle



Messages were conveyed through 

learning exhibits. At the time, these 

exhibits were cutting edge 

approaches; technologies have 

evolved with time





More recent interactive exhibits



Sector 4 – Walk on NEWater Details like the glittering doorway 

have been added over time



Sector 5 – NEWater Process Explorer



Sector 5 – NEWater Process Explorer



Sector 6 – NEWater Challenge



Bottled NEWater was presented (Packaging methods have 

changed over time)



San Diego



San Diego, California
Scheme type
Reservoir augmentation - Will supply 314 MLD by 2035. 

Details
• Scheme drivers: Drought, reduced ocean impacts, local control.
• Not a stand-alone space. The Orientation room (2nd floor, 

Administration Building) has been set up as a starting point of 
the tour and it concludes in another area (1st floor). Mainly 
outdoor tour.

• The Demonstration Facility conducted a successful year of 
testing. Only in 2018 did the California Department of Public 
Health and San Diego Water Board approve the purification 
concept and to proceed with the Pure Water Program. 

• On the same site as the WWTP. 
• Walk through style tour.
• As the Pure Water San Diego project is evolving, further 

education experiences are being created. 

Tasting area
• Yes, onsite only (no bottled samples to take away)

▪ After initially rejecting purified recycled water for 
drinking in the 1990s, through a long demonstration 
project and outreach campaign, San Diego adopted it

▪ Opened in 2009 as part of the Demonstration Project.
▪ Overall this outreach program has been an 

outstanding success story – public support was at 26% 
in 2004; by 2012 it had risen to 73%, and 79% by 2019
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The City of San Diego has adopted 

a family-friendly, proactive style of 

outreach  
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Advanced water purification facility



Aerial view of tour
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“Tour guides should be committed to the goals of showing 

rather than telling”
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“Please enjoy the 

presentation of 

‘Downstream’ and the 

materials on the wall.”
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“The water cycle walkway reminds us that water is 

critical to life and should be valued. It also points out 

that we often take water for granted.”
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“At this facility, two types of membrane filtration are 

being tested…microfiltration and ultrafiltration… 

both are similar in performance, but each is being 

tested to determine the pros and cons of the 

specific membrane on this specific water.” 



Many demonstration plants have the technology behind glass 

because of the noise; it is difficult and distracting to have 

exhibits or animations that explain the technology. San Diego’s 

site is already under the flight path, so there is some ambient 

noise. This means they can let people walk among the 

technology, which visitors tend to like. 
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DRAFT ONLY

“The messages along 

this walkway remind us 

of the things that we 

can do to protect and 

preserve our water 

supplies. Water 

conservation alone will 

not be enough: water 

can and is being 

reused.”
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“Here we have 3 samples of water – tap water, recycled water 

and purified recycled water. Who can identify which is which?”

“We would like to conclude the tour by taking a group photo.”



Orange County 



H2O Learning Centre, 
Orange County, California

Scheme type
Groundwater augmentation

Supplies 380 MLD. 

Details
• Scheme drivers: Seawater ingress, supply diversification, 

increasing capacity.
• The H2O Learning Centre opened 30+ years after Water Factory 

21 began operating in the 1970s, and several years after the 
Groundwater Replenishment System began operating in 2008. 

• On the same site as the WWTP.
• The dedicated visitor space is relatively simple – a long narrow 

hallway – the exhibits provide depth and texture. 
• Not connected to the plant. Tours go from Board Room –

Auditorium – H2O Learning Centre Hallway – then visit various 
process buildings, finish at tasting area.

Tasting area
• Yes. 

▪ Orange County’s public outreach campaign in the 
1990s is considered the ‘textbook’ for community 
engagement on purified recycled water for drinking

▪ The H2O Learning Centre came online in 2016



Master view



Exhibits – left to right

The Water 360 Global 

Connections Map 



















Perth



Water Corporation’s Groundwater 
Replenishment Visitor Centre, 
Western Australia

Scheme type
Groundwater augmentation

Currently has the capacity to supply 14GL a year – Stage 

2 operational from 2022 with phased increases in 

capacity to 28GL a year. 

Details
• Scheme drivers: Diversify water supplies due to significantly 

reduced rainfall in the context of climate change. Perth has 
steadily reduced its reliance on rainfall, with desalination, 
groundwater, recycling for non-drinking purposes as other 
sources.

• The visitor experience was created around the Beenyup
Demonstration Project. The visits continue today, in an adapted 
format now that the Trial is over. 

• The Trial concluded in 2012. In 2013 the state government 
approved Groundwater Replenishment as the next new water 
source. 

• On the same site as the WWTP.

Tasting area
• No. 

▪ Perth is the first Australian city to operate a purified 
recycled water for drinking scheme. 

▪ The visitor centre was a core part of an extensive, 
grass roots outreach campaign targeting the 
community itself and key influencers

▪ Opened 2010, as part of Groundwater 
Replenishment Trial

▪ Separate buildings, linked by walkways 



The vision

Former



Two phases

1. Original tour – during the Demonstration project

• Frog mascot – ‘follow my footsteps’

• See the Demonstration Plant in action 

• The visit focused on the water cycle generally and 

community feedback gathered during the Water Forever 50-

year plan consultation. Groundwater Replenishment  was 

presented as an option among others – not a foregone 

conclusion. 

2. The tour today



Early aerial showing the Beenyup facility in Craigie, including 
the site of the future GWRS and visitor centre (in red)

Proximity to WWTP



Site layout (at time of construction)

Feed tanks 

for Demo 

Facility 

(now 

demolished 

in June 

2022)

Advanced 

Water 

Treatment 

Plant 

(actual 

GWRS)

Demonstration 

Facility, now 

repurposed for 

storage and 

critical spares

Visitor 

tour area

Feed/ 

balance 

tanks for 

full plant



Site layout (at time of construction)

Admin 

building

Outdoor 

Classroom

GWR 

Interactive 

Hub
Theatrette

Demo facility – now 

repurposed for storage 

and critical spares

Feed tanks for 

Demo Facility –

now demolished 

in June 2022



Original tour 

Entry/

exit:

The actual 

demonstration 

plant was housed 

here. 



Area 1 – Water Cycle Walkway 
The long edge of the Demonstration Plant 

is used as a message-driven walkway –

pausing to absorb educational signage and 

tour guide discussion





Educational signage

All the quotes came from actual community feedback during 
the Water Forever consultation process



Area 2 – Theatrette

Then WA Water Minister Graham Jacobs with students



Area 3 – Water Cycle Walkway 

Viewing platform to see 
into demonstration facility

An open roller door 
houses a viewing 

platform, this avoided the 
need for visitors to wear 

full PPE



Area 4 – Recharge Bore viewing area



Two phases

1. Original tour

2. The tour today:

• Slightly different itinerary – includes Interactive Hub, 

treatment train infrastructure (reverse osmosis cutaways), 

Outdoor Classroom

•

• Demonstration facility no longer active 

• Education collateral updated – ‘Freddie the Frog’ no longer in 

use

• Upscaled water wise landscaping including water wise plant 

information 



Today 
Entry/

exit:

Interactive 

Hub

Now turned 

off – the full-

scale GWRS 

is to the north 

of the visitor 

site

Outdoor 

Classroom

Admin 

building

Treatment 

Train

Actual treatment 

train infrastructure 

(ultrafiltration, 

reverse osmosis, 

ultra violet), used 

in the Trial, is on 

display where 

visitors can see up 

close and touch. 



Entry/

exit: Foyer 

kiosk

An open bus-stop style 

space with posters. 

Staging area to put on 

PPE, do entry survey, tour 

guide introduction.

Area 0 – Outdoor Classroom

Visitors fill out 

a short 

attitudes 

survey before 

and after the 

tour. 



Area 1 – Water Cycle Walkway 

Walk past Demo Plant as you walk 

through the adjacent open space with 

shade sail & landscaping. 

Signage on demonstration 

plant in 2019 is different from 

original



Pause at aerial site map & poster of WWTP process & GWRS 

treatment train – tour guide leads contextual discussion about 

AWRP feedwater source (secondary treated wastewater from the 

WWTP next door) & question time.  

Area 1 – Water Cycle Walkway 



Small water sample station area showing actual 

process units from the full treatment train used in 

the Trial – UF/RO/UV. 

Look at cutaway RO membrane & water samples, 

plus recharge bore. 

Area 2 – Treatment train



Area 3 – Theatrette

Air-conditioned and thematic seating - watch 

video (6 minutes) re water cycle & the now 

fully operating GWRS scheme



Area 4 – GWR interactive hub

GWR Interactive 

Hub – wall 

displays, 

interactive screen 

games, etc. 

The video file 

(left) shows all 

interior layout.

Water wise plant signage



Hampton Roads



SWIFT Research Centre, 
East Virginia USA

Scheme type
Managed aquifer recharge (groundwater augmentation)

Will supply 450 MLD by 2032. 

Details
• Scheme drivers: Depletion of groundwater in Potomac 

Aquifer; river health from wastewater discharges; cost of 
other wet weather overflow solutions; rising sea level; land 
subsidence.

• Regulators had already approved the pilot (small scale) at 
another plant, and the recharge occurring at this Research 
Centre. Now awaiting approval to build full scale facility by 
2025. 

• Adjoining - a common wall forms a single viewing gallery.
• On the same site as the WWTP.

Tasting area
• Yes, inside and outside. 

▪ The SWIFT Research Centre is a new venue for public 
outreach and education as well as research, it 
opened in 2018

▪ This scheme augments an aquifer with drinking 
water that will one day be consumed, a long way 
into the future. 



This short* video celebrates the 

opening of the centre (2018)

*3 minutes

https://youtu.be/IO9t1ijr6tw

https://youtu.be/IO9t1ijr6tw


Proximity to WWTP



Exterior view

Plant 

(grey)

Visitor 

centre

(blue)

Inside there is a long viewing 

window between the adjacent 

spaces



Lobby with interpretive elements

Right hand side feature wall



AV screens feature images of lapping water, local scenes



Aquifer bore graphic – lift + stairs

Rear wall of lift depicts the 

Extensometer

Vaulted 

graphic of a 

sinking bore –

encloses the 

lift to first floor



Interpretive elements in stairwell

Stair risers say Sustainable Water Initiative For 

Tomorrow



Mezzanine with interpretive kiosks

Glass viewing gallery demonstrates the technology in action, each 

window with its own kiosk



Plant view



Opportunity to taste SWIFT water

Artefacts from sinking 

boreholes on display



Outdoor sampling areas



And just for inspiration

Oxnard, California – a water centre with significant architectural investment



Whitney is 

a WFP, not 

an AWTP, 

but shows 

what a 

water 

facility can 

be 

At the more modest end…

Soquel Creek Water District 

Mobile Exhibit – Monterey, 

California



Las Vegas Springs Preserve, Nevada



The Gwinnett

Environmental and 

Heritage Centre, 

Georgia

Marine Park, 

Vancouver, 

Washington



Vortex Visitors Centre, 

Gippsland/LAtrobe



Vortex Visitors Centre, 

Gippsland/LAtrobe



Marina Barrage, Singapore



Padre Dam near San Diego



AWPF 

Oxnard, California

Architectural plans: https://www.archdaily.com/451678/advanced-water-
purification-facility-mainstreet-architects-planners-inc 



AWPF 

Oxnard, California



96

Water District of 

Southern California



Water sensitive design 

add Korean one
Outdoor spaces can profile water too, with differing inferences 



Visitor centres can be an effective part of education

1. Santa Clara Valley Water District (San Jose): 93.4% of tour visitors 
support groundwater replenishment for drinking; 85.5% support direct 
distribution (treated water augmentation) 

2. Perth: Prior to the tour support averaged 74%; after, it jumped to 93%. 

3. Singapore: 98% acceptance rate – 82% of respondents would drink 
NEWater directly, another 16% would drink it mixed with reservoir water

4. San Diego: A 2012 study found that after being read a description of the 
demonstration project, 78% supported it. 

5. El Paso: 84% supported it before outreach commenced (including a 
visitor centre and other elements); 3 years later 77% strongly supported it 
(an increase). 



Bang for buck

It is possible to invest a lot or a little in a visitor experience…. 

…Plenty of lower-budget examples still deliver high impact. 

Estimated ranking in terms of cost for the 5 case studies considered here: 

$$$$$$ $$$

SingaporePerthSan Diego Hampton 

Roads
Orange 

County
Note that:

- Some cities make use of existing buildings and assets (eg re-purpose an existing Administration 

room), which can reduce costs

- Creating a multi-purpose, multi-objective visitor centre can enhance its cost effectiveness

- Others spend more on other aspects of community engagement, such as public relations, marketing 

activity etc. 

- There are existing education materials freely available for use that avoid the need to create new 

collateral. 



Conclusion – essentials:
✓ Visitor centres are at the heart of 

an education and engagement 
program

✓ A wide range of global examples 
provide inspiration

✓ A water facility can be a space of 
architectural merit and 
community value
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